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Abstrai

Operator contrirl,, the attitude and fi eld of view of the
imaging sensor.

'l'radittonally, operation of an unmanned
surveillance aircraft is a two-pcrson job . Frum the ground
control station, an "Air Vehicle OIx.rator" Input,, hcatLng
or waypoint demands . from which the arrcralt autopilot
derives the low level control surface demands (typic ;tlly
ailerons and elevator) . A"Sensor (')perator" in the same
ground (crntn)1 station tndelxndently cuntrols the payloaii.
which is typically it titeerahle video camera or
forward-]cxoking infrared 11-1 .IR) tienscrr . klcallv, the Air
Vehiclc (1lxrator chtxtsce a flight path that .tllows the
Senuor (llrer .Ucrr a gcxxl view of the grcrund targets (if
intere .t . To rr.,duce coordination prublernti ati,,txrated wuh
havtn,,; two operatorti, a single trper,rtor °puyluael centretl
cnntrol" concept has been nttr,xlucctl . *1 he limitations of
this appttn~ch and the pntctic,{I re .rlttreti of rmplernentrng
the centt.ept are expltirea . St,nul,rucm re'sults a`scx'itrtrtl
wrth tmplemcnttng payload centretl control as a laser
above an exrwng air vchicle control rnethcxlohrgy are
prc"entetl .

"I'hrs le-es the two operators with the task of
cexrrdrn,ttrng the actions of two independent systems, each
with rnultiple tlegmex of freedom, often unsuccessfully .
l'he use of t w o operators detractx from the perfonnance of
a`urvetllancc ~ystem's principle task, that of imaging a
given area w tth Nutf ïctent resolution to detect and len ate all
significant threat forces in the area .
I he comt .ept rifpayload centred control tieekti to
automate tht ru .uragernent of ail of the avariable degree~ of
freedom, retlucrng the operator's task t<i that of specrfying
contnol p,rr,trneter . that an: rele%ant to the systerrt's ultimate
goal .
For ,! .urtieill :,nce ~yStem the logical control
p .uanteters are, ulum,uely, the definition of the area to be
se,rrchetl ,tnrl the retiol0tion cnterta that must be met nr grve
adequate e~tiurance that threat forces tan be detecteti . If
rnteracuse operatucm i, required, operator control of the
geographrr position of the tien`or fcx,tprint may be
suh~trtutecl for the definition of the search area . This
approach ctunhtncs two prevrously proposed control
titrategic . . ` 111 ~ Rs Senwr] I I and automated search
nianagernentl 2 j , to'provise a flexible and robust control
stratefty .

i?II1rSi ocfion

The military reyuirement for intelligence about the
activities of opposing forces may he addressed, in part, by
unmanned air vehicles operating in reconnaissance and
surveillance roles . Several variants of these tivstemx ha),e
been operated, most recently by U .S . and U .K . forces in
the Persian Gulf conflict, Large area coverage can be met
by high speed air vehicles with fixed reconnaissance
imaging systems doing "photo-mupping"; however, small
area and more immediate reconnaissance requirements can
best be met by a real-time surveillance system amenable to
interactive operator guidance-

('ntler !lie Fly By Sen~or concept a single operator
con trois the "s tare point", i .e . the geographic position
avstniate. : with th - centre of the sensor image, and
specifïes a re s olution criterion adequate to his requirements
or detection or identification . The air vehicle flight path,
s ensor pointing angles, and the sensor field of view (if
controllable) are then automatically controlled to maintain
the camera view position . The operator may adjust the
view position using a simple two axis joystick, with
commands being interpreted as position change (rate)
reyuirement .; . Resolution criteria may be speci fi ed directl y
(e .g . in mctres per pixel), or in more general tennis such as
low/medium/high . If the imager is a conventional dayl ;ght
video camera, it may additionally be beneficial to allow the
operator to specify a nomim , ' look angle to the search area
to benefit from re fl ection or glint phenomena . This is less
critical, if not irrelevant, in the case of thermal (infrared)
imagers which do not rely on illumination from the sun .

Operator guidance for Unmanned Air Vehicle
(UAV) systems, as currently fielded, has been
implemented with very straightforward control strategies .
Traditional air vehicle control loops, similar to autopilot
controls used in manned aircraft, provide for air vehicle
stabilization and navigation . Entirely separate control
loops or systems are added for the control of the
surveillance --ayload, which is generally a st~erable
imagin_p sensor . In this approach, two operators are
employed ; one to control the air vehicle and one to control
the payload . The Air Vehicle Oper.ttor controls the
attitude and direction of the air vehicle, while the Sensor

While lois concept is effective in reducing operator
workload, it does not fully address the surveillance
reyuirement While an intuitive control structure will allo
w
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the operator to control the sensor more readily, it does not
ensure that he uses this control to look where he is
supposed to look . Ensuring that the entire search area is
adequately covered is critical to the surveillance task . To
this end, the concept of payload centred control has to be
extended to incorporate automated generation of a sensor
footprint track, to ensure that all arEas designated for
surveillance will be imaged with adequate resolution and
dwell tirnet . In this mode, the operator specifies the search
area and the -,;~olution requirement, and then concentrates
on interpreting the imagery . Operator interaction is
required only to interrupt the search pattern .
This concept 's extremely attractive as a control
strategy for surveillance l1AVs ; it provides for thorough
area searches, with effective real-time operator control
when required . If the control system is implemented in the
air vehicle autopilot it also has the beneficial effect of
minimizing communications originating from the control
station, thereby reducing the probability of intercept and
enemy force interference . Unfonunately, the real world,
especially the flight dynamics of fixed wing air vehicles,
introduces significant implementation problems . The
remainder of this paper discusses the implementation
reouirements and the results of simulation tests run to
explore potential implementation diffrculties .
[mnlementation S; once

s

Payload centred control adjusts the sensor pointing
angles and field of view to compensate for changes in the
air vehicle attitude and position (relative to the ground
point being imaged) . In turn, the vehicle position is
controlled to maintain the distance from the sensor to the
target within a range allowing the resolution criteria to be
met . Ideally, this requires that the imager mount be able to
drive the sensor axis throughout the entire range of motion
of the carrying vehicle, and that the carrying vehicle be
capable of maitaining a static position (or a sma!l radius
local orbit) .
For a rotary winged vehicle2, exhibiting low
amplitude attitude dynamics _- ..d no minimum speed, this is
straightforward ; however, a fixed wing vehicle introduces
large amplitude attitude dynamics, especially in the body
roll axis . Body roll angles of 45 to 60 degrees can occur
during unconstrained turn manoeuvres for a fixed wing
UAV . This motion can readily exceed the capability of the
sensor mount to compensate . The mount is often limited,
in the tilt axis, to the lower hemisphere below the air
vehicle body . More capable mounts, allowing for motion
well into the upper hemisphere still suffer during this type
of motion as the air vehicle wing (or other components of
the body) may occlude the sensor field of view . I-urther,
vehicle rates must be considered in relation to the steering
rates available from the sensor . Limiting the vehicle
motion to reduce the time during which the sensor is unable
to image the desired point is therefore an important
consideration in implementation .

1 . the amount of urne that an object in the field of view spcnd` in
the image . The relative motion of the object in the image must
be relatively tow .

2 . rotary winged UAVs include the Canadair ('t 227 Scntrnrl
czraxral rotor vehicte and the Boeing Tracer tait rotor ~chjcle .

Constraining the vehicle position to meet the
resolution criteria can also he difficult in a fixed wing
vehicie . The frequent turn manoeuvres required to place
the vehicle in a local "orbit" run c.ounicr to the desire to
limit the vehicle motion . Altering the sensor field of view
by small increments to counter distance changes, is often
not possible . Thermal imagers (F1.,lRs) often incorporate
fixed optics allowing for two or three fixed fields of view
rather than continuous zoom . In these systems, the change
in the field of view is substantial, often changing rhe
angular field of view by a factor of two or three . Further,
the mechanism of switching the fixed optics is disruptive,
blocking the image for a short period .
Together, these limitations of the
system
comlxments present a significant challenge to the
successful irnplenientation of the payload centred control
concept in a fixed wing vehicle .
Fvaluation Tool s
Two primary evaluation tools are being used to test
the algori thms under development : a computer-based
simulation, and a twin-engined general aviati on aircraft
fitted with a steerable video camera .
`im ulatior t
The simulation software that is being used consists
of three parts :
l.

it six degree of freedom mrxiel of the aircraft
dynamic s
a simulation of the autopilot control law algorithms
an "elcctronic map" displa y

The aircraft model -sed is that of a conventional
fixed wing aircraft, with a low-level autopilot . The model
accepts pitch and roll angle c!emands as its inputs, rather
than elevator and aileron Jemands ; this is done for
simplicity, and also to rnak° the model somewhat generic .
Some significant aircraft parameters, such as airspeed and
roll angle limits, can be readily changed to investigate the
characteristics of particular aircraft .
The higher level portion of the autopilot is
simulated using algorithms which arc very much the same
as the actual algorithms which would be used in a UAV . A
layered approach is used, such that basic aircraft and
steerable sensor control laws are us :d as building blocks
for higher level payload centred control law , .
The ongoing progress of the simulation is
monitored using computer graphics it the form of a map, as
shown in the figure below . Much of the code used in this
"electronic rnap" is derived from software developed for
Boeing Canad t'Technology Ltd . as part of a ground control
station for the Vindicator aerial target system . A tail is
drawn following the aircraft to show where it has been,
with it result similar to what would he seen if a pen plotter
were used to follow the aircraft . A rotating aircraft symbol
shows the current aircraft heading . The display includes,
optionally, it roll angle display, and a display of the current
state of various aircraft and steerable sensor parameters . A
significant feature added for the purposes of this study is

Roll Angle Dema n
The lowest level control mode that would normally
be used with a UAV is "Roll Angle Demand" . In thi~,
mode, the ailerons are controlled i .i proportion to the roll
angle error (roll angle demand minus measured roll angle) .
The control loop gain is typically constant, but could also
be a function of airspeed (using 'gain scheduling") . Rate
and integral feedback terms are also often used in the
control law . The input to this control law may be specified
directly by the air vehicle operator, or it may result from a
higher I - vel control loop .
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When a steerable sensor is used on the aircraft,
some modifications to this basic algorithm may be
requin.-d . If the aircraft has particularly quick roll response,
such that the camera mount may have trouble moving fast
enou .,h to compensate, it may be desirable to limit the rate
of cl-ange of roll angle demand .
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Hg . I lilectronic Map Displa y
the display of the sensor "ftxrtprint", i .e . th, portion of
ground included in the sensor imugery .

Another problem which must he considered is
sensur view bhckage . Typically, the sensor is mounted on
thc hononn of the aircraft, ;o that with wings level, all
griund targets are visible . liowever, at even motlerate roll
argles the wings could block the view to some ground
ti rgets . This prrtblem is compounded if the mount is not
capable of pointing well into th- uplx.r hemisphere of the
,ehicle body ctordinates . Roll angle limiting can be
utrhied to allevrate this effet.t : however, the achievable turn
rates wtll he greatly reduced unless the vehicle has lateral
tntddert control and ucapable of skidding turns .

Air s:l: fç
Beyond simulation, trials in realistic environments
are desirable to fully validate the cffecnveness of the
algorithms and the tmplenientation . Especialiy in the case
of the Fly By Sen .or concept, it grrat deal of the e-ealuauon
and tuning will be as a result of user trials in which a
payload operator is coritrolling the tiytitem to perforrn an
actual reconn :nti,(tnce n?ItiSIon Ille s1N.1n,Ors of this wr)tt, 1
ope rate a"surroFate t1AV" system compri .mg a niait nid
aircraft (Piper Seneca 11 ) equthper7 wtth asteeruble senurr
mnunt, a f;ruund control ~t .rtton, and radio data links A
computer on board the aircraft controls the titcerable v,ntirrr,
rnd performti all of the funttons of a IAV autopilot
(navigation, path followinF :, etc) with the excepnom that
movement cornrnards for the flight surfacc~ are p .ititieo to
the pilot . The pilot lites the atrcraft, rnatchrng the
reyuetited attitude demandti front the autupih7t .

Sen,or hhxka fe, and hence the requtrement for roll
angle limuttng, tan be rletected by examining the sc,l .or tilt
angle demanrl versus a pre-established tilt angle Itmit that is
a function nW" the sensor pan angle (sensor heading relative
to the air ~ehtcle body ) If this limit is approached, the roll
dentand should he reduced accordingly . A rudder demand
can he adcle ;l in proportion to the reduction in roll angle
demand to m ;unta :n the turn rate .
}le ;tvliny ( .)gniirid

'1'his approach has provided an excellent e°.aluauon
tool for the assessment of control systems, both in the air
vehicle and in the ground control station . fhe system has
been used in this configuration in the Canadian Forces field
exercises RendezVous 87, Waincon 8 8 artd RendezVous
89 . Feedback from the participation in these exercises has
been crucial in the definition of the detailed reyuirements
for the payload centred control concept . Further trials of
this nature will be conducted to validate the implementation
of this control strategy .

The next higher level of control is "Heading
!k°mand" m< .de . In this case, a roll angle demand is
generated in proportion to headittg error . A rate term is not
reWuired, since heading rate is inherent in the "inner" Roll
Angle Demanti loop . An integral term is often used to
reduce the steady state error .
If a steerable sensor that does not allow full '160
degree rouuion is used, then it is desirable to avoid pan
angles near the mount dead zone . The fieading Demand
mode can, to a limited extent, cater to this requirement if
the dead zone is aligned to the aft of the vehicle . In cases
where heading demand has changed by a large arnount
(more than 9() degrees), it is possible to acquire the new
heading either by turning to .lie left or to the right . One
turn will be ger;erally toward the stare point, and the other
turn generall ;• away from the stare point . To avoid the
mount dead zone, the Heading, Demand algorithm should
choose the turn toward the stare point .

The payload centred control law algorithms that are
being developed depend on lower level algorithms
lesig,ned to indepcndently control the air vehicle and we
sensor platform . The air vehicle control laws required for a
UAV equipped with a steerable sensor are similar to control
law algorithms used in other UAVs, although some special
consideraâons are required to address the particular
requirements of the steerab ; . sensor .

Wavno int Deman c
3 . the Advanced Guidance Concepts Group of the Defenee
Research Establishment Suffield, l'alston, Alberta, Canada.

The "Waypoint Demand" mode is used when the
intention is to have the aircraft fl y to a part icular waypoin t
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by the shortest route possible, without concern as -i the
approach direction . [mplementation of this modt is
particularly simple, given a Heading Demand capabilr ;v .
The bearing from the current aircraft position to the desired
waypoint is continuously updated, and used as the input to
the Heading Demand mode algorithm .

the coordinates of waypoint N-1 and waypoint N, along
with the coordinates of waypoint N . The "along track
distance" (measured in the direction of the " .ack heading,
i .e . orthogonal to the cross track distance) is calculated, and
used to determine when waypoint N has been reached, and
hence when to update the track demand to correspond to
the waypoint N / waypoint N +I leg.

It is necessary to irclude in this algorithm some
methtxi of decreasing sensitivity as the aircraft approaches
the waypotnt, as otherwise the heading demand changes
will be become too violent . One way to do this is by
establishing a circular region around the waypoint, such
that if the aircraft is within this area, the heading dentand is
no longer updated .

'ir IC-I OTR n 1

Although it is possible to construct a loiter p .atecn
using Waypoint Demand or Track f)cmand modes, if a
circular pattern is reyuired, it can done more smaxh .v
using a mode designed specifically for this purpose, i .e .
"Circle Demand' mtxlr .

Zrack .rn n
A circular loiter pattern is defined in terms of the
ctxtrdinates of its rentre, its radius, and the direction of
travel (clockwise or counter-clrxkwise) . This mode has
been implemented as a variation of 'f'rack Demand mode .
The algorithm first determines the point on the circle
closest to the current aircraft position ; the coordinaies of
this lxrtnt, and the bearing of the tangent to the circle at this
point, are then used as tnputs to'I-rack D .-mand mode . The
cross ,ack error term in this catie corresponds to the
distance between the aircraft position and the desired
circulai track .

In "Track f)etnand" mode, the aircraft t~ directed to
fly along a particular track, defined in ternis of a track
heading and a set of coordinates defining any one point
along the track . Usually the coordinates are tho,e of the
track end point, althoug,,h they could equally well be the
coordinates of the track start point .
The algunthm calculates the heading error (track
heading demand rntnu- ; measured heading) and the "cross
track error", i .e . the distance to the left or right of the trtvk
These are multiplied by their correslxmdrng prolxirtitrnal
gain constants, and the results +urnrned to give the roll
angle demand, The heading ertt)r ternis
as "rate" ternt ;
in fact, if rnea~ured hei~dtng is not a% atl,rble, cross track raic
may be substituted . An integral tenu may .tl~ci he added to
reduce the steadv state .rror.

In \ tnne cases the u s e of Circle Ikrnand mode may
be limited by the cap,thtltty of' the vertical gyro tir attitude
and heading reference ti~ .trm to cope u ith c ontinuous turns
in one direction

Special consideration is rtiyutred it the cross trjck
error term is ~cry large, e .g . when the alg<rnthrn r . first
started . In this cau . the desirable course of action is to flv
at riaht angles to the detnanded track, in onler to regain the
track as yuickly as possible . In our implementation, this is
done by calculating a roll demand usinf, the above
algorithm, and again using lieadtng t)emmnd mrxJc
assuming the aircraft is approaching the tra,:k at a 9(t
degree angle . If the aircraft is to the left of the track, then
the more negative (i .e . more "left") roll demand is chosen,
if to the right the more positive roll demand is cho .en .

. Camera ContiuLAjud i~
I III,, tiectiun devcntks the basic crmtrot rn<xleti for a
.tcerable .en .or platf<rnn . "Ilrex basic modes are used as
building blocks for the higher levcl payload centmd control
nicx3es .

R_ttUcmant l
For an untitabilired mount, the basic manual mode
of operation is pan!tilt "Rate Demand", where the mount
slews at a rate proportional to the joystick deflection . This
m<xlr. is generally only usable when the aircraft is in
straight and level flight .

A waypoint navigation scheme can be constructed
from this Track Demand mode . In our tniplententattctn, a
table of waypoint coordinates is maintained . The track
demand is formed by calculating the track heading usin g

For a stabilized r,tount, the basic command mode is
also a Rate Demand, but in this case :'re rates are defined in
terms of a siteline stabilized to earth c ordinates .

. . . . . . . . ' 03

Angle Demand
In "(Euler) Angle Demand" mode, the platform is
commanded to move to a position defined in terras of Euler
angles (heading, pitch, and roll) in the ground coordinate
system . For a non-stabilized mount, it is necessary to
converi tnese demands from ground coordinates to aircraft
coordinates, i.e . to pan/dit angle demands . This is a
relatively straightforward calculation, using the measured
Euler anglPs of the aircraft .
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With •he angle demands converted from
heading/pitch to n/tilt, error terms are created by
subtracting measured pan and tilt angles, and these error
terms are multiplied by proportional gain constants t o

98 99_r_60 Ô 77.

Fig . 2 Waypoint NLvigation
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generate appropriate pan/tilt rate demands to the camera
mount .

sensor footprint in Stare Point Demand mode, as described
above . However, instead of having a second operator
control the aircraft flight path, the flight path is chosen by
the control law algorithrn .

This is actually a type of camera stabili z ation, since
given constant Euler angle demand inputs, the algorithm
continuously adjusts the pan/tilt rate demand outputs in
response to fluctuations in aircraft pitch, roll, and heading .

The af.rproach typically taken for tmplementation of
this mode is to establish a loiter pattern whose centre is tied
to the sensor stare point . The loiter pattern then shifts with
the stare Point .

Angle Demand rmxle is of limited usefulness on its
own, but is a useful building block for higher le vel control
algorithms .

It may be desirable to offset the loiter pattern to one
side of the stare Point for a number of rcasons :
I

It i s often de s irable to track a parti c ular point of'
inter ,st on the grourtd , i .e . to mairttain a constant "stare
point" . Previous wvrk l i l has shown this ut he a useful
operating mode, although pronlertts have been experienced
due to poor precision in the measured variables and due to
slow sensor muant response ,

Lighting nnay be more favourable from one
direction, i .e . it may be desirable to avoid 1tx>ktng
into the sun .

Stare Point Demand mode is implemented by first
calculating the coordinates of the stare point with re s pect to
the aircraft, and then calculating the camera heading and
pitch angles required to centre the camera ima g e on these
coordinates . The resultant angle demands are used as
inputs to (Euler) Angle D emand mode .

The location of anti-aircraft guns may make some
locations more haz.trdous than others .
This type of Fly By Sensor mode has been
implemented in the simulation, and is now being evaluated .
Two loiter patte rn s are bei ng used : circular, an d alterr;ating
waypoint . the circular pattern requires generally lower roll
angles, and hence is less subject to view blockage . The
alternating waypoint pattern, on the other hand, offers some
other advantages . By alternating left and ri ght tu rn s, lower
demands are placed on the attitude and heading reference
system (AIIRS) of the aircraft . A! .ser, if the camera mount
is incapable of continuous ;00 degrr° rotation, the
alternating waypoint pattern can he arrar,bed such that the
sensor pan angle tieed never pa.,s throubh the "dead zone"
of the mount .

This mode could be used by the Sensor Operator
directly entering the c oordinates of the ground target he
wishes to look at . It is also useful when searching for a
target, in this case the operator enters rate cornrnandti,
generally using a joystick, to indicate the diretion and
speed he wants the stare point to move . When the joystick
is released, the 5 tare point remains fixed to allow chier
examination of the sensor ini agery . The re s ult is that the
Sensor O perator "steers" the sensor footprin t
Stare Point Demand mode is fundatnental to the
payload centred control modes described below .

'I he circular loiter pattern is achieved with Circle
fhrnand mode described above, using a varying centre
point . The centre point is positioned at some offset
distance and direction from the stare print . The offset is an
operator-entered parameter, which can be varied e .g . as
Itghtrng conditions change .

Parload Centred ('ontroj
P,tyload certtred control refers to a control
methodology whereby operator control input, are etprestied
in parameters that are meaningful to the surveillance task,
i .e . the surveillance image location and the irnage
resolution . In other words traditional UAV control
functions such as heading and altitude demands, alon- with
sensor dernands relative to the air vehicle platforrn, are
replaced with demands formulated in terms of payload
requirements . The task of determining the aircraft control
r .quired to meet these requirements is left compietely to the
at .topilot .

The f ;gure below shows the aircra t followi~,g a
linear scarch pattern The stare point was dvance+L at a
rate of 10 r,r/s (rmrvcd n 1(Xl metre increrner is, wirl, a ten
second pause at each atep). Because the , entre of the
circular loiter pattern is a fixed offset from tre star : point ,

Two types of payload centred control are being
examined, both involving a single operator . The first of
these, Fly By Sensor mode, requires operator input to "steer
the footprint", but no operator input to control the aircraft .
The other mode is Automated Search, where the operator
does not directly ,:ontrol either sensor or aircraft, but
instead defines his requirements at a higher level, and then
focuses on image analysis/target detection .

Fly By

lhe change in aspect angle is less, so that the
opetator sees a more consistent view of the target
area .

.
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Fig . 3 Linear Search Pattern

In "Fly By Sensor" mode, the operator steers the
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it advances at the same rate (10 m/s) . It could be said that
the "effective airspeed" of the airc,,aft has been slowed to
10 m/s .
Fly By Sensor mode using the alternating waypoint
loiter pattern is implemented using Waypoint Uemand
mode . The waypoints are offset from the stare point, as
was the case with the circular loiter pattern . The Heading
Demand algorithm is directed to favour turns toward rather
than away from the state. point, which generally results in
alternating left and right turns .
The figure below shows simulation rcsults obtained
using this algorithrn . With the titare point srationary, the
loiter pattern is in the shape of a"figure H" ; with it linear
search pattern advancing in the direction opposite to the
offset direction, the flight path takes on a windtng,
sn ;tke like pattern .

south 1 00 metres, and then back west in 100 metre steps .
Meanwhile, the aircraft flies its loiter pattern, with the
centre of the loiter pattern shifting with (but offset from)
the stare point, no differently than if an operator were
methodically stepping through .he scan pattern .
If the operator sees something he wishes to examine
more closely, or if he is given new orders to temporarily
divert his attention to another task, then he can interrupt the
sensor scan pattern to "manually" steer the footprint
elsewhere, while leaving the aircraft in Fly By Sensor
mode . When ready to resume, he need only press the
appropriate button, and the search continues .
A hmited amount of testing has been done using
this mode of operation . Results have been generally g(x)d,
although the algortthm often ch<xrties an inopportune
moment to tiwttch waypvints .
('onceptualiv . one weakness of this approach is that
the aircraft control algorithm doe s not rnake any use of
knowledge that would he avatlable to it concerning where
the stare point is about to move A more sophisticated
approach tct this problem would be to corttrol the .aircraft
and .tare point in ,vnchronisnt . Algortthrns to accomplish
this are nrw kx tnf! de%clulxed ,

s, ., ., . .,1„1
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The alFnrtthmti de-,.luted will be evaluated based
un the ttlktwtnt; crtterta ,

1 l cngth of toue t o complete the searc h
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I t)t . 4 Alternating N'avpt~tnt I utte r
Ses irai tttiterent eialuatton crttcrt .t ire Ix•tttg used
to ntca,ure alf,<mthtn Icriortn .uue . Onr ut these Is the
percent .et:e of tinte that the camera tixxiurttt is ccntreri un
the rle,tred .tare point . p .,n ;cul,trlv for the altern,tting
wavpornt pattern, stew hhki; .tf:e could result from tih .rrplv
bankrcl turn, at the cntl 0 Ir .ti h leg tsi the pattern . It is also
necestiar} to con,tJer whether the rest ltuitm c,rtcrta are
being met : tf the ;urcraft tr,ti6clti nxt tür ,tw,tv from the
target, the sensor restitution may be tnaderluate tu
accomplish the sIx•ct,-ied ta4 . Sortie mtrre subjective
criteria are also being used . One of these is the rate of
chan)- . t ; view perspective, i .e . the stability v of the
orientation of the .eusor fixitprint
omated Sear h

.Aql

in Automated Search mode, the UAV must
autonomously search it l;eogr .+phic area defined by it set of
vertices . Image interpretation
! responsibility of
the human operator, but the autopilot must : nsure that
adequate resolution is achieved, that the sensor ,xitprint
remains fixed for a sufficient "dwell time" at each hocmion,
and that the entire defined region is covered .
The one approach to this problem that has bee .i
implemented to date is actually a modification of the Fly
By Sensor mode described above . Operator stare point
demands are replaced by it computer generated scan
pattern . For example, the stare point can be automatically
shifted east in I(X) metre steps, with it lf) second pause at
each step . After 10 steps (I km), it can be moved, say,

l'ercem,,~c t,i tlehneti area rm,tged for the minimum
d~k ell time at the mtntrnum rerlutted re,u,uhu n
A ke~ - elu .tuun cntctum should o! course be the
pruh .thtltty of dc•tecttun With the stmulatur, it is only
possible to en .ure that the re .oluuon and rlwell time
rrqutrcrnent~ cone~lwntltng to a gt%en 1•rohahthty ot
detection are ntrt, Ill .uhtieyt .ent tests uang the Seneca test
.urcratt with ,tcer .thle %tdett c .tmera, tunher algorithrn
e%aluauom will be }x'rti,rrned by ;ictu ;tllv measuring the
probability of deteetwn of vancrus mthtarytype targets
uncier it %anety t f contrulled conditions 'Thi~ wtlt be it
,nrnewh .tt le ss trbjectt,.e evaluation, since It will involve a
human ol-ler;ttor in the locrp .

Conclusions
A control wtitem concept is being developed for use
in unmanned surveillance aircraft to manage the aircraft
control functions autoniatic,tlly in resfxmse to the
reyuirements of the itnaging ven,or payload . Initial
simulation results have -shown this paylo-td centred
approach to unmanne.d aircraft control to be very
promising .
Work is ongoing to further develop the automatic
search algorithms, and to evaluate the approach through
tests using it steerable imaging sensor mounted in a manned
test aircraft .
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